Invitation to join the inner joy of working for the Heart
8-1-’12
There is always much more to be done than we can do with a few people. If, now and
then, you have some time left that you’d like to spend in a (very) useful way – or if anyway
you’d feel a natural impulse to sometimes – or just once – help with some work that would
suit your interest or possibilities we’d be very grateful. And indeed, it’s very useful work.
Even if direct results might not always be so easily visible, we – without self-interest – work
on the deepest level possible to ‘Heart’ this world. If, maybe intuitively, you understand what
Azar and a few people around him are doing you might spontaneously feel you like to
contribute to that, be it only already for the fact of reinforcing the power of the No to EGO,
EGO that is ruling this planet for so long already. Every little hand is welcome. You don’t get
paid for it, so it must be a gesture of the heart. However, if you have (not negligible) expenses
regarding making the work then this will be fully reimbursed.
Please, don’t feel pressed in any way by this open, free invitation. It’s not meant at all
that way. We know most of you lead busy lives. The Heart is patient anyway.
Works to be done:
-

typing (a part of) autobiography that Azar is working on

-

typing (parts of) a book in the series of “Flashes of Consciousness”: book VIII
“Don’t worry, it’s just terrible, that’s all” or IX “Kicking out of love”

-

getting Azar’s music more known, for example posting it on portals, sending to
record companies/radio stations etc.; every idea is welcome in this respect, apart
from putting it in practice

-

translating Azar’s first writings/items after his realization: 4 parts (booklets) of the
series “Confronting Wisdom”. Translate from Dutch → English

-

checking/correcting translations that are already translated (Dutch → English) of
the same “Confronting Wisdom” papers

-

looking on internet (or elsewhere if you have other options) for houses for sale or
rent that are possibly suitable to live (contact us for more details as to special
requirements)

-

typing letters of Azar for a coming book

-

contacting magazines about (publishing/writing about) Azar’s works

-

redoing the website: the whole website has to be done again from scratch in
another format and program than it is made so far, also new graphical design

-

arranging to make ‘Fuck ego’ T-shirts

-

arranging concert(s) and/or some publicity around a concert

-

bringing the coming videoclip(s) to the notice of ‘the world’. First one “To be
locked” will be appearing soon.

-

translation of the last part of Azar’s Dutch autobiographic novel ‘Testament van
een individu’ into English (±140 pages)

-

editing (by English native speaker) English articles/parts of books of Azar
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